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Background of  BFR

S The restriction of  blood flow with a specialized cuff  
placed on the proximal limb allows one to use a light 
weight to induce anaerobic metabolism in the targeted 
muscle, resulting in a number of  different responses in 
the muscle associated with adaptations similar to what 
is seen with heavy lifting



Background of  BFR

S Same type cuff  used by physicians during surgery, 
during surgery the cuff  is set to 110% Limb Occlusion 
Pressure (LOP) for much longer periods, technically no 
longer than 2 hours.  BFR operates between 50-80% 
LOP for no more than 15 minutes. 

S Originally developed through research with the DOD 
due to number of  limb salvage procedures following 
Gulf  Wars.  



Why BFR?

When you have a patient that 
cannot:

S Respond to body weight 
exercise

S Respond to overloaded 
movements

S Is unable to properly activate 
a muscle

S Fatigues quickly

S Is unable to strength train 
with traditional parameters

• Much safer and more friendly 
on soft tissue and joints

• Used as an adjunct to allow 
for progression

• Used as a modality to allow 
for further progression

• Used to enhance rehab 
potential 



Why BFR?

S Increased muscle activation
S Due to the anaerobic stress from the 

cuff  the body recruits all fibers of  
muscle to complete the task

S This also leads to muscle compensation 
and activation from other muscle 
groups

S Post operative patients who are 
struggling to properly activate muscles
S Can be used in conjunction with 

NMES

S Used as a modality to fight atrophy in 
non-weight bearing patients, very 
effective in the OKC position 



New and Updated Research

S Lambert et al. 2019 – Blood Flow Restriction Therapy preserves bone 
loss during ACL reconstruction

S Grapar �argi et al. 2018 - Short–Term Preconditioning With Blood 
Flow Restricted Exercise Preserves Quadriceps Muscle Endurance in 
Patients After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction 

S DePhillipo et al. 2018 - Short–Term Preconditioning With Blood 
Flow Restricted Exercise Preserves Quadriceps Muscle Endurance in 
Patients After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction 

S Hughes et al. 2018 - Comparison of  the acute perceptual and blood 
pressure response to heavy load and light load blood flow restriction 
resistance exercise in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction 
patients and non-injured populations



Lambert et al. 2019 – Blood Flow Restriction 
Therapy preserves bone loss during ACL 

reconstruction

S “In addition to recovering muscle to a greater extent than 
standard rehab alone, the addition of  BFR to ACL rehab 
exercises appears to have a protective effect on bone. This 
effect also appears to not be limited to the site of  cuff  
compression.”

S Texas A&M AOSSM Specialty Day paper

S Protected bone loss in an ACL recovery from 11 percent to 
the non BFR group compared to 2 percent in the BFR group



Grapar �argi et al. 2018 - Short–Term 
Preconditioning With Blood Flow Restricted 

Exercise Preserves Quadriceps Muscle Endurance in 
Patients After Anterior Cruciate Ligament 

Reconstruction 

S Research out of  Slovenia regarding pre operative BFR vs
Sham BFR showing how properly applied BFR can preserve 
endurance and strength in the quad when applied correctly 

S “The results showed that the patients treated with low-load 
BFR exercise protocol did not display deterioration in QF 
muscle endurance in the first 4 weeks after surgery, whereas 
patients who had performed the same exercise protocol with 
sham occlusion demonstrated ∼50% reduction of  muscle 
endurance.”



DePhillipo et al. 2018 - Short–Term Preconditioning With 
Blood Flow Restricted Exercise Preserves Quadriceps Muscle 

Endurance in Patients After Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
Reconstruction 

S Technical note co authored by Robert LaPrade M.D, Ph.D. 

S “The most important finding of  this report is that BFR after 
knee surgery may be a viable modality to incorporate into 
the postoperative rehabilitation protocol for patients who 
require extra assistance in resisting muscle atrophy or 
building muscle strength.  BFR seems to be safe to 
incorporate after knee surgery with no reported risk of  
DVT”



Integration into performance 
and recovery

The body and muscles are used to being fully occluded, happens 
many times during taxing workouts with maximal contractions



Integration into performance 
and recovery



Acute Integration



Acute Integration

Can be integrated into care very early away 
from affected area

Can be a valuable tool to stop muscle 
atrophy and increase patient buy into rehab 
much quicker

Can make your patient feel athletic again

Very helpful for increasing muscular 
activation



Meet Patrick



Owens BFR Certification 
Course 

S September 14th 2019 

S Next Level Sports Performance in 
Golden

S Limited to 45 spots 

S Get certified in order to purchase the 
only FDA listed device on the market



Contra Indications 

*Venous thromboembolism
*Impaired circulation or vascular 
compromise
*Previous revascularization of  extremity
*Extremities with dialysis access
*Acidosis
*Sickle Cell Anemia
*Extremity infection
*Distal Tumor
*Medications with clotting risk
*Vascular Grafting 
*Lymphectomies
*Cancer 

*Open Fracture
*Increased intracranial pressure
*Open soft tissue injuries
*Post Traumatic hand re 
constructions
*Severe Crushing Injuries
*Severe hypertension
*Excess swelling
*Skin Grafts
*Secondary or delayed procedures 
following immobilization
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